
Hear the colors of sound.
Expand your customer reach with mobile fitting 
for the new Signia hearing aids.

Hearing 
Systems

signia-pro.to/lotus



Now you can help the 
world to hear better.
A fi tting solution you can take where it’s needed.  

Today, around only 10% of people in the world with impaired hearing have access to 
a solution. Which leaves almost 540 million people with no hope of improvement.* 
Until now!

With the new fi tting opportunities off ered by the hearing aids of our new Lotus 
segment, you can help change the situation. Easy to learn and easy to fi t, even in 
mobile situations, you can expand your catchment area and take better hearing to 
where it’s needed – even to outlying areas. This new range of behind-the-ear devices 
is suitable for all levels of hearing loss, sizes of ear canal and individual preference. So 
you can satisfy the basic requirements of all customers.

Fitted with the proven hearing instrument technology from one of the world’s 
leading hearing aid manufacturers, all devices off er excellent, reliable sound quality 
and a great hearing experience. So you can provide better hearing to even more 
customers.

*  Source: http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs300/en/
Last accessed July 22, 2016. 3
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Easy to fi t in just a few minutes, Run lets you deliver better hearing wherever it’s 
needed – even for customers that can’t come to you. With the convenient Mobile 
Fitting App, you have a solution that you can take to your customers for on-the-spot 
fi ttings. It’s great for your customers and it gives you access to even more of them. 

Incredibly comfortable due to their ergonomic shape, the new Run hearing aids 
provide an outstanding hearing experience that’s convenient and easy to use. With 
Run, you can provide all your customers with a solution that fi ts all hearing needs and 
ear canals.

The new Run.
Take hearing to a new level. 

Run in detail:

Run P

Directional microphones
Optimized placement and orientation ensure the best possible 
hearing performance.

Rocker switch
For volume adjustments.

Battery compartment
For size 13 battery in Run P and size 675 battery in Run SP.

Earhook
Ergonomically formed for greater comfort and a high degree 
of amplifi cation.

Rugged and robust
Run has been tried and tested in the most challenging 
environments – for greater reliability.

Comfort coupling
This simple and reliable kind of sound transmission ensures 
optimum amplifi cation for all levels of hearing loss.

Colors:

Run P Run SP

Fitting ranges

Power and performance.
Run is available in two behind-the-ear models, P and SP, that 
off er diff erent levels of amplifi cation for severe to profound 
hearing loss. Eight channels and a range of features ensure a 
great hearing experience.
See below for the technical details.

Beige Grey Deep
Brown

Run P 70/132 dB Run SP 79/139 dB
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Features P SP

Channels
defi ne how precisely the

hearing aid can be adjusted
8 8

Programs
preconfi gured
sound profi les

6 6

Directional 
microphones

for better understanding
in noise

-

SoundBalance™ from dull to sharp

Speech and noise 
management

all frequencies

Comfort coupling
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Fit Run with the Mobile Fitting App.
The comprehensive solution for mobile 
fi ttings.

Quick, simple, convenient, the new Mobile Fitting 
App makes fi tting Run hearing aids a snap: 
Six preconfi gured sound profi les let you select the 
optimal hearing settings for your customer. The 
appropriate profi le is selected once, dependent on the 
level of the customer’s hearing loss, and then remains 
the same, regardless of the hearing situation.
FAQ and medical information sections in the app 
provide useful tips and hints, for example about what 
to look out for when making specifi c adjustments at 
each step.
A self-explanatory menu in the app leads you through 
the process step by step, similar to that shown on the 
next page.

Fitting in just a few easy steps.

Fitting anywhere made simple: Menu-driven for simplicity, the app leads you through 
the process, clearly explaining every step. There are two options to start with and the 
fi ve principle steps are as follows:

Menu-driven, quick, convenient: 
The new Mobile Fitting App makes fi tting 
Run as easy as 1, 2, 3.

The app can be downloaded free of charge
for Android and iOS on
www.signia-pro.to/mobile-fi ttingwww.signia-pro.to/mobile-fi tting
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STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

Determination Recommendation Comfort coupling

A) With hearing loss measurements:

Enter your customer’s hearing loss 
measurements into the app. The 
appropriate device, Run P or Run SP, is 
selected.

Depending on the level of hearing loss, the 
appropriate sound profi le is automatically 
selected.

Select the earpiece that suits the 
customer’s ear canal. Assemble it with 
the adapter and tube using the proven 
Comfort coupling technology. The tube 
can be easily shortened for an exact 
fi t before it is attached to the hearing 
instrument.

B) Without hearing loss measurements: 

Select the appropriate device, Run P or 
Run SP, according to your impression of 
your customer’s level of hearing loss.

Using pure tone estimation, your 
selection will be confi rmed or rejected. 
If it is rejected, select a diff erent device. 
We recommend Sennheiser HD 201 
headphones for optimum results with the 
pure tone estimation.

P SP

STEP 4 STEP 5

Data transmission Customer satisfaction

Once the battery has been inserted – a 
screen shows how this is done – the data 
is transmitted from the app to the hearing 
aid on the customer’s ear.

Finally, check that the settings chosen are 
comfortable for your customer. By using 
the rocker switch, the hearing aid wearer 
can select a volume that is comfortable 
for them.

ON!

RU
N
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Available in two behind-the-ear models, the new Fun hearing aids off er higher 
amplifi cation for customers with severe to profound hearing loss. Fitted with the 
proven hearing aid technology you expect from Signia, Fun covers all the essential 
customer requirements and delivers superb sound quality. They are simply fi tted by 
pushing the handy rocker switch, and off er a high level of wearing comfort. With Fun 
you have a solution that delivers a great hearing experience for any customer.

Fun P Fun SP

Fun P

Microphone
Picks up sound and improves speech understanding in noise.

Rocker switch
Lets you set the suitable sound profi le in the fi tting process and 
wearers adjust the volume when necessary.

Battery compartment
For size 13 battery in Fun P and size 675 battery in Fun SP.

Earhook
Ergonomically formed for greater comfort and a high degree of 
amplifi cation.

Rugged and robust
Fun has been tried and tested in the most challenging 
environments – for greater reliability.

Comfort coupling
This simple and reliable kind of sound transmission ensures 
optimum amplifi cation for all levels of hearing loss.

Power and performance.
With two BTE models, P and SP, Fun off ers diff erent levels of 
amplifi cation for severe to profound hearing loss to provide 
just the amount of power your customers need. Six channels 
and a range of features ensure an outstanding hearing 
experience.
See below for the technical details.

Fun P 70/132 dB Fun SP 79/139 dB

Fun in detail:

Fitting ranges

Colors:

Beige Grey Deep
Brown

The new Fun.
Provide an outstanding hearing experience.
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Features P SP

Channels
defi ne how precisely the

hearing aid can be adjusted
6 6

Programs
preconfi gured
sound profi les

4 4

Speech and noise 
management

low frequencies only

Comfort coupling
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Fit Fun at the touch of a button. 
The simple solution for mobile fi ttings.

Fun hearing aids have four preconfi gured sound profi les that can be 
selected to give the customer optimal speech understanding and 
hearing comfort. According to the level of the customer’s hearing loss, 
the appropriate profi le is selected once and then remains the same, 
regardless of the hearing situation. Sound profi les are easily selected 
at the press of a button and deliver a comfortable hearing experience.

Fitting in just a few simple steps.

Quickly and simply address diff erent levels of hearing loss in just a few streamlined 
steps for eff ortless fi ttings.
See the fi tting guide for more detailed instructions.

STEP 1 STEP 2

Selection Specifi cation

Once the level of hearing loss has been established, the 
appropriate device, Fun P or Fun SP, is selected.

The customer’s measurements are entered into the sound profi le 
table which can be found in the fi tting guide. The table indicates 
which sound profi le is suitable for the customer. The best option is 
then set.

P SP

1

2

3

4

Sound profile

ON!

4 sound profi les, 1 touch.
Easy to adjust at the touch 
of a button: Your customer’s 
optimum sound profi le can be 
set with a simple press on the 
rocker switch. 

STEP 3 STEP 4

Comfort coupling Customer satisfaction

Select the earpiece that suits the customer’s ear canal. Assemble 
it with the adapter and tube using the proven Comfort coupling 
technology. The tube can be easily shortened for an exact fi t 
before it is attached to the hearing instrument.

The goal is to fulfi ll your customer’s sound quality and 
amplifi cation needs. By using the rocker switch, the hearing 
aid wearer can select a volume that is comfortable for them.

10 sec.

FU
N
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Fast P

Fast P

Ideal for customers with high amplifi cation needs, the new Fast behind-the-ear 
hearing aids off er a high level of performance, which provides optimum amplifi cation 
for severe levels of hearing loss. Sleek and comfortable, the discreet behind-the-ear 
instruments are suitable for every customer and can be eff ortlessly adjusted at the 
touch of a button. With Fast, your customers will have all the power they need for 
outstanding hearing.

Microphone
Picks up sound and improves speech understanding in noise.

Rocker switch
Lets you set the suitable sound profi le in the fi tting process and 
wearers adjust the volume when necessary.

Battery compartment
For size 13 battery.

Earhook
Ergonomically formed for greater comfort and a high degree of 
amplifi cation.

Rugged and robust
Fast has been tried and tested in the most challenging 
environments – for greater reliability.

Simple coupling
This simple and reliable kind of sound transmission ensures 
optimum amplifi cation for all levels of hearing loss.

Color:

Fitting ranges

Power and performance.
Fast delivers just the right amount of amplifi cation that your 
customers with severe hearing loss need. Four channels and a 
range of features ensure an outstanding hearing experience.
See below for the technical details.

Beige

Fast in detail:

Fast P 62/130 dB

The new Fast.
Deliver a powerful listening experience. 

FA
ST

Features P

Channels
defi ne how precisely the

hearing aid can be adjusted
4

Programs
preconfi gured
sound profi les

3

Simple coupling
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Fitting in just a few easy steps.

Quickly and simply address diff erent levels of hearing loss in just a few streamlined 
steps for eff ortless fi ttings.
See the fi tting guide for more detailed instructions.

Fit Fast at the touch of a button. 
The simple answer to mobile fi ttings.

Fast hearing aids have three preconfi gured sound profi les that can 
be selected to give the customer optimal speech understanding and 
hearing comfort. According to the level of the customer’s hearing loss, 
the appropriate profi le is usually selected once and then remains the 
same, regardless of the hearing situation. Sound profi les are easily 
selected at the press of the rocker switch and deliver a comfortable 
hearing experience.

3 sound profi les, 1 touch.
Easy to adjust at the touch 
of a button: Your customer’s 
optimum sound profi le can be 
set with a simple press on the 
rocker switch. 

STEP 1 STEP 2

Specifi cation Simple coupling

The customer’s measurements are entered into the sound profi le 
table which can be found in the fi tting guide. The table indicates 
which sound profi le is suitable for the customer. The best option is 
then set.

Select the earpiece that suits the customer’s ear canal. Assemble 
it with the adapter and tube using the proven Simple coupling 
technology. The tube can be easily shortened for an exact fi t 
before it is attached to the hearing instrument.

1

2

3

Sound profile

ON!

STEP 3

Customer satisfaction

The goal is to fulfi ll your customer’s sound quality and 
amplifi cation needs. By using the rocker switch, the hearing 
aid wearer can select a volume that is comfortable for them.

10 sec.
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Legal Manufacturer
For Siemens products:
Sivantos GmbH
Henri-Dunant-Strasse 100
91058 Erlangen
Germany

Sivantos GmbH is a Trademark Licensee  
of Siemens AG.

Local Contact Information
House number and
street name
City and postal code
Country
Phone: +XX-XXX-XXX-XXXX
www.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Order No. 02938-99C1-7600 | Printed in Germany 
© 07.2016 Signia GmbH

For Signia products:  
Signia GmbH 
Henri-Dunant-Strasse 100 
91058 Erlangen 
Germany

Signia GmbH is a Trademark Licensee
of Siemens AG.

The information in this document contains general descriptions of the technical options 
available, which do not always have to be present in individual cases and are subject to 
change without prior notice.

Find us on:
signia-hearing.com  facebook.com/signiahearing  youtube.com/signiahearing




